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Abstract
Since social media transformed the way how people communicate and consume content, companies
explore how to effectively build relationships with users. Anecdotal reports of practical case experiences
indicate that a key managerial challenge for companies lies in effectively coping with the individual
requirements and the full range of options of the various different social media platforms as well as
adapting to the target groups’ platform-specific use cultures. Current theoretical conceptualizations of
generalized social media ‘per se’ appear too broad for addressing and differentiating the affordances and
their appropriation by networked users in the popular platforms Facebook, Instagram and Twitter.
Based on a comprehensive organizing literature review that seeks to link the affordance and the use
culture perspective in information systems research, we contribute to a better understanding of
differences between social media platforms.
Keywords Social media platform affordances, use culture, Facebook, Instagram, Twitter
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1 Introduction
With the increasing popularity of social media platforms (SMPs) that enable users to share and discover
content (Kaplan and Haenlein 2010), firms react by increasingly utilizing SMPs as a part of their
marketing and brand building campaigns to address users online (Gallaugher and Ransbotham 2010).
Although social media seem to be similar in their main functionalities at a first glance, a closer look on
the design of SMP user interfaces shows that the functionalities’ details subtly vary across platforms
(O´Riordan et al. 2012). Further, interacting users with different demographics create platform specific
user behaviors influenced by affordances, perceptions or user experience. Besides, SMPs have different
purposes of engagement (Ngai et al. 2015) such as supporting family and friends or enabling sociocommercial activities. Academic and anecdotal evidence of corporate cases corroborates the practical
challenge of a deeper understanding of SMPs to derive corporate results. This leads to a demand for
guidance about how to specifically interact within a platform such as Facebook (Influencer Marketing
Hub 2020). Example challenges include which platform to adopt for a certain objective, how to engage
with audiences in order to effectively develop customer relations or how to use the specific technical
repertoire of a SMP (e.g., marketing features). Against this backdrop, we suggest that there is an
organizational need for managing social media efficiently across a variety of SMPs. In this regard, social
media management refers to the collaborative process of using Web 2.0 platforms and tools to reach the
business goals (Montalvo 2011).
To understand SMP differences from the perspective of customer-oriented managers, researchers need
to go beyond a limited comparison of SMP functionalities and identify differences from the perspective
of interdependent users and their use patterns. A suitable point of departure for this objective is the
concept of affordance (Treem and Leonardi 2012). In the information systems (IS) literature, the term
affordance is used to describe use properties of an object given by a defined technology and as a
consequence thereof, how an object should be used by an individual to conduct a potential action
(Majchrzak et al. 2013). In the SMP context, such actions are related to the creation of personal
information profiles or using tools for connecting, interacting and exchanging content in social media
environments (O´Riordan et al. 2012). The theoretical affordance lens enables us to focus on the relation
between the SMPs´ technical objects and individuals. It represents one of the most fundamental
concepts in interaction design and human computer interaction (Kaptelinin and Nardi 2012). Previous
research offers several explanations of specific contributions and benefits of social media based on the
affordance perspective, improving the understanding of technology design and social media in social
and organizational contexts (Arslan 2021 [6]; Bucher and Helmond 2018 [1]; Fromm et al. 2020 [58];
Leidner et al. 2018 [79]; O´Riordan et al. 2012 [43]; Treem and Leonardi 2012 [47]). For example,
O´Riordan et al. (2012) [43] illustrate platform affordances of Facebook, Twitter and YouTube.
However, theorized affordances remain very abstract and with their focus on user interpretations of one
particular platform do not compare relevant specifics across SMPs. For example, the visibility of content
elements such as hashtags or links can differ drastically across platforms. The rare studies that explicitly
compare affordances across different platforms (O´Riordan et al. 2012) still aim at identifying shared
key categories rather than carving out cross-platform differences and their effect on actual use practices.
Most social media research is so far tending to generalize across all platforms at the risk of overlooking
important internal differences that actually may be of relevance for managerial decision making or
explain the market developments for leading social network service offerings which actually compete
based via differentiation strategies, such as Facebook, Instagram and Twitter (Kircova et al. 2018).
The affordance lens has further been criticized for contexts where multiple interdependent users are
involved or institutional logics impact organizational users (Leonardi 2013; Oostervink et al. 2016). In
these social contexts, SMPs can differ in their level of engagement (Ahmed 2017) or in their social norms,
such as the appropriate use of irony by a certain community. Considering such aspects of a social use
culture was noted as a key aspect by scholars of user interface design (Clemmensen and Goyal 2005).
Kotler et al. (2017) support the importance of socio-cultural aspects by stressing that companies need to
gain access to customer communities and act as ‘friends’. A prerequisite for this is understanding
particular community cultures evolving on their SMPs and align the brands accordingly. In the field of
IS, only few papers address use culture with a narrow focus on SMPs (e.g., Alhabash and Ma 2017).
Other contributions study the use of certain content elements such as photos (Huang and Su 2018)
without systematically contrasting user behavior between different platforms. Despite the
comprehensive literature on social media, to the best of our knowledge, IS researchers are not yet linking
social media affordances and use cultures in SMPs on a deeper level and apply this lens to systematically
contrast the popular SMPs such as Facebook, Instagram and Twitter.
In view of the managerial need to understand particularities of SMPs and the current lack of a related
academic conceptualization, we aim to develop an organizing literature review (Leidner 2018) that
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addresses the following research question: From a management perspective, what are SMP differences
with regard to (a) existing design-oriented aspects of SMP affordances and (b) user-oriented aspects
of SMP use cultures? To shed light on this question, we conduct a systematic literature review as a first
step to organize the key categories that mark social media affordances and social media use cultures and
investigate the current integration of these two strands as well as the academic discussion of SMP
differences.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In the next section, we briefly provide an
understanding of key theoretical concepts. Section 3 describes our methodological approach. In section
4 we provide an overview on related research and present our findings, which will be discussed in the
following section. Last, we derive a conclusion and state directions for future research.

2 Theoretical Background
2.1 Social Media
Social media are internet-based technologies enabling users to create, edit, evaluate and link to content
or to other users (Kaplan and Haenlein 2010). Different available technologies suggest that companies
engaging with users often have to decide on the selection of the most suitable media. From a practitioner
perspective, SMPs offer novel ways of connecting with customers, collaborating and innovating (Wilson
et al. 2011) through enhanced audiovisual brand presentations, user experiences and more attractive
and sophisticated forms of digital advertising (Pashkevich et al. 2012). While the large platforms such
as the social networking site (SNS) Facebook, Instagram and the microblogging site Twitter dominate
the market of social network services for many years now (StatCounter 2021), there is a strong market
dynamic and new platforms appear to take over market share from other platforms (Eghtesadi and
Florea 2020). Social media managers need to understand the SMP landscape thoroughly to derive
business benefits through building brand awareness or appropriately responding to customer requests
(Montalvo 2011) across different platforms. Understanding and contrasting the specifics of these
platforms is thus a relevant research objective (Alhabash and Ma 2017).

2.2 Affordances
To investigate the different interactions between technological functionalities such as posting a picture
or story, liking or connecting and human engagement in social media environments, we adopt the
affordance perspective as a key topic of our review. An affordance is the design aspect of an object which
suggests how the system should be used (McGrenere and Ho 2000) and refers to an action potential
(Majchrzak et al. 2013). The term was originally proposed by Gibson (1986) and became one of the most
fundamental concepts in human computer interaction and interaction design (Kaptelinin and Nardi
2012). If we apply this approach to social media environments, affordances refer to potential actions
that can be taken by users given by a defined functionality. Treem and Leonardi (2012) identified
‘visibility, persistence, editability and association’ as four general affordances of social media content
elements that can help to understand how social media affect organizational practices. O´Riordan et al.
(2012) contrast social and content-related affordances of different SMPs.
More recent research criticizes that contexts of interconnected users are not sufficiently addressed by
the classic affordance conceptualization. The ultimate effects that technologies have on social structures
is not only dependent on the capabilities of the technology but also on individuals’ choices how to use
those capabilities (Leonardi 2013) in a social context. Accordingly, Leonardi (2013) differs between
‘collective affordances’, which represent pooled individualized affordances, e.g., different uses of
affordances by all individuals with specialized non-interdependent tasks that are aggregated due to
pooled interdependencies and ‘shared affordances’, which represent affordances shared by all
individuals of a group. Leonardi and Vaast (2017) use this extended concept of affordances to provide a
theoretical framework for potential implications of social media use from an organizational perspective.
However, the SMPs’ differences and similarities in affording specific actions as well as emerging use
cultures do not become entire comparable, e.g., to inform managerial social media channel selection.
Vaast et al. (2017) extend research on affordance by the notion ‘connective affordances’ pointing out that
the interdependence types among users have effects on what users can do with the technology. However,
there is no further comparison among platforms and some of the presented key microblogging features
of Twitter appear outdated. Nagy and Neff (2015) use the notion ‘imagined affordances’ that “emerge
between users’ perceptions, attitudes and expectations; between the materiality and functionality of
technologies; and between the intentions and perceptions of designers” (p. 5). Volkoff and Strong (2017)
state that affordances are actualized in a social context, as individuals of a group affect, “how, how well,
or even whether any affordance will be actualized” (p.7) but they use a very design-oriented approach,
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which could be further extended by the social context. Similarly, Khan et al. (2019) stress that SMP
software features afford social user behavior among interdependent users, suggesting the emerging
cultural differences between user groups as a relevant addition to the affordance lens that is not fully
addressing the complexities of social interaction among users.

2.3 Use Culture
Building on the above calls to extend the affordance perspective to social settings, we argue that use
culture provides an important complementary concept to understand SMP differences. Leidner and
Kayworth (2006) suggest that a successful implementation and use of information technologies requires
a thorough understanding of a particular culture, e.g., at national, organizational and group levels.
Adding it as a key subject to our organizing literature review helps us to address how action possibilities,
afforded by artifact design, depend on the context of use, which shapes user´s behavior (Markus and
Silver 2008; Seidel and Berente 2013). This view is further in line with Fromm et al. (2020) who also
argue that contextual factors such as individual competencies, skills and attitudes are inhibiting or
enabling affordance actualization. If we consider SMPs and their interdependent users who engage in
social user behaviors (Khan et al. 2019), the contextual factors thus link to cultural aspects, which have
been identified as an important element of user interface design (Clemmensen and Goyal 2005).
Culture, as the underlying theoretical concept is a complex phenomenon that is not very consistently
operationalized in the SMP context. It is discussed by many scholars across various research fields – in
fact, Kroeber and Kluckhohn (1952) identified 164 definitions of culture. An early definition of culture
was provided by Tylor (1871) as “the complex whole which includes knowledge, belief, art, morals,
custom and any other capabilities and habit acquired by man as a member of society” (p. 97). This also
implies that certain personal traits (e.g., risk attitudes, age group, education level) may influence such
beliefs and capabilities. On the conceptual level, Minkov (2013) differentiates “culture as a system of
behaviors” (p. 14), representing a pattern of activity and “culture as a set of meanings” (p.14),
representing shared meanings that are encoded into perceived norms. Waterloo (2018) states that these
social norms refer to rules that inform individuals on what is socially agreed upon in a given social
context. From such a shared set of norms and behaviors a distinctive social (group) identity emerges.
Tajfel (1972) defines these actors’ social identity as “the individual’s knowledge that he belongs to certain
social groups together with some emotional and value significance to him of this group membership”
(p. 292).
On SMPs, culture of user groups is expressed in the various ways in which normative expectations are
considered, values and attitudes are expressed in behaviors or meanings are assigned when using the
platform for the different purposes, such as updating on a user’s experiences, thoughts or feelings
(Waterloo 2018) and through the SMPs effort to tailor for different target groups (Ngai et al. 2015). In
IS research, use cultures have not yet comprehensively been theorized, but related notions can be found,
such as the very aggregated notion of ‘institutional logics’ (Oostervink et al. 2016) where individuals
draw on shared “institutional logics, i.e., sets of goals, values and prescriptions” (Seidel and Berente
2013, p. 5). The notion of use culture is further related to the research discourse on the character and
norms of user communities (Muniz and O´Guinn 2001), understood as “collections of actors whose
membership in the collective provides social and cultural resources that shape their action” (Almandoz
et al. 2016, p. 192). Almandoz et al. (2016) contrast geographical (i.e., offline) and affiliation-based (i.e.,
online) communities and state the importance of cultural elements in especially affiliation-based online
communities, e.g., their conscious belonging and belief in specific values, goals, interests, products etc.
because in comparison to geographical communities they lack place-bound elements. If SMPs use
cultures are related to the underlying personal traits of online users, managers typically consider certain
target group properties, e.g., age. Such demographics are also frequently reported by SMPs and utilized
by companies to characterize and address selected target groups (Khan et al. 2019). Especially, when it
comes to social media marketing as a key concern of organizations, recent research shows, that research
only focusses partially on use cultures of selected SMPs without systematically contrasting user
behaviors between different platforms from that perspective in more detail (Table 1).
In conclusion, we consider the following conceptual perspective as the starting point of our literature
review on SMP differences: Technological platform differences afford varying user interpretations. In
the social setting of the SMP, these interpretations are framed by an established use culture, which is
expressed in users’ habits, beliefs and preferences, articulated and negotiated in their conversations or
activity patterns and is influenced by a target groups´ personal traits.
In the next sections, we will now report in more detail to what extent affordance and use culture concepts
can be found in the literature and how affordances and use cultures differ across the platforms Facebook,
Instagram and Twitter.
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3 Research Method
Our research method was grounded in guidelines that have been presented for conducting literature
reviews in the field of IS (Rowe 2014; Schryen et al. 2020; Templier and Paré 2018; vom Brocke et al.
2015; Webster and Watson 2002). After defining the scope of the review, we included criteria and
keywords, that were being in line with the purpose of our study. Inclusion criteria were based on (1) the
relevance and context of the papers (2) a clear description of the background paradigm and research
method and (3) publication outlets (refereed journals and conferences, i.e., with a review process).
Papers, missing these criteria or having a technical focus were excluded. We used Google Scholar as a
source to search for relevant literature rather than focusing on a specified database because of a high
accessibility of papers and the interdisciplinarity of our research topic, e.g., social media and culture are
found in IS, marketing and psychology research. We also used Google to search for recent social media
statistics and social media user behavior. We started our search with the keyword “social media
management” to basically retrieve generic papers and extended our search to the user perspective to
focus on the notion of affordances and use cultures. To frame our literature review, we initialized our
search with the concepts of Oostervink et al. (2016) and Almandoz et al. (2016) as they refer to
institutional logics and community logics. We used the keywords "social media management”, “social
media campaign management”, “social media marketing”, “social media marketing challenges”, “social
media statistics”, “social media”, “social media platforms”, “social media channels”, “social networking
sites”, “Facebook”, “Instagram”, “Twitter”, “affordances”, “social media choice”, “social media use
culture”, “social media user perceptions”, “social media motives”, “cultural dimensions”. Basically, we
selected the time period between 2010-2020 (Rowe 2014), to find recent papers but we also used the
method of citation chaining in order to systematically develop and extend our keyword set by searching
both backward and forward in the literature without limiting the time period (Schryen et al. 2020, p.
136; Webster and Watson 2002, p. xvi.). We investigated up to 10 pages per searched keyword and
examined the results by title, keywords, abstract and publication and then by full-text. The literature
search was conducted in a continuous and repeated process until we noted that no further relevant
papers were listed (saturation principle). To conduct an efficient qualitative data analysis, the first
author categorized the papers into groups of articles that focused on the SMPs Facebook, Instagram and
Twitter and/or affordances and/or use culture and discussed the categorizations with the second author.
The selection process resulted in a final pool of 102 papers (between 1986-2021) on affordances and use
cultures, whereas 12 of these papers where focusing (among others) on at least two of our focused SMPs
Facebook, Instagram or Twitter (Table 1), which was another inclusion criterion. Papers just naming
these elements without a deeper investigation were not categorized and any additional SMPs were not
explicitly documented. We chose those papers, focusing on these three SMPs because most papers focus
on one or more of these SMPs– being popular platforms. In reviewing the literature, we could attain
initial insights on the differences of the key affordances and use cultural elements in the regarding SMPs,
which will be presented in the next sections.

4 Findings
4.1 Literature Review
Due to the space restrictions of this paper, we provide an overview about all 102 references of our
literature review dataset separately in an online supplement (cf. tinyurl.com/565cbzn7) and mark them
with their data entry number (e.g., ID [1]). Using our literature review process (a table of the literature
categorization is provided in the online supplement, cf. tinyurl.com/565cbzn7) we could identify 4
papers that address three SMPs from an affordance and use culture perspective ([1]; [2]; [3]; [4]).
Further 18 papers were focusing on three SMPs but only discussed either affordances or use cultures
([5]; [6]; [7]; [8]; [9]; [10]; [11]; [12]; [13]; [14]; [15]; [16]; [17]; [18]; [19]; [20]; [21]; [22]). 8 papers were
considering affordances as well as use cultures of two SMPs ([23]; [24]; [25]; [26]; [27]; [28]; [29]; [30]),
whereas 17 studies were focusing on two SMPs from either the affordances or the use cultures
perspective ([31]; [32]; [33]; [34]; [35]; [36]; [37]; [38]; [39]; [40]; [41]; [42]; [43]; [44]; [45]; [46];
[47]). There were further 55 papers that either just discussed one SMP from an affordance and a use
culture perspective or only considered one of our two perspectives (for brevity, details are provided in a
separate online supplement, cf. tinyurl.com/565cbzn7). We included these articles to attain insights into
the general conceptualizations of affordances and use culture.
In the next step, we studied the core papers that systematically investigated at least two of the respective
SMPs (Facebook, Instagram and Twitter) using a combination of affordances and use culture elements.
These article categories show that the literature also frequently mentions use culture, but our closer
reading reveals that it is so far insufficiently connected to the affordance concept. For example, there are
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papers that present selective but incomplete comparisons (e.g., Jennewein et al. 2020 [3]) and conflate
the discussion of use culture elements and affordances without a systematic conceptualization. In sum,
we note a need for more theoretical work to integrate the two aspects theoretically in actual empirical
analyses of multiple SMPs. Table 1 presents our starting point for a more nuanced practical
understanding of the differences between affordances and use cultures on the SMPs Facebook,
Instagram and Twitter (Table 2).
F I

T Explanation of the Conceptual Elements

A U ID

x x x Affordances classified as relational, perceived, technological, social,
communicative and imagined. Technological affordances are further related
to email culture

x x [1]

x x x Imagined affordances exist between, e.g., perceptions, attitudes and
expectations and posting in positive contexts

x x [2]

x x x Instagram users´ personality traits are related to different usage patterns

x x [3]

x x x User characteristics, e.g., gender, age, site affordances and privacy concerns
influence social media preferences

x x [4]

x

x x [23]

x x
x
x x
x
x x
x

x x

x Social computing tools support social interactions, social relations,
communities and their hedonic versus utilitarian focus
Advertising effectiveness perspectives, e.g., Instagram stories are perceived
as intrusive but also enhance consumer attitude toward ads
x Uses and gratifications are related to the need to connect with others
Users gratify in information seeking, entertainment, social interaction, selfexpression and impression management
x Key differences of SMPs are based on profile management, network
transparency, e.g., public profile, users´search and privacy concerns

x x [24]
x x [25]
x x [26]
x x [27]

Users perceive gratifications, e.g., entertainment or self-enhancement

x x [28]

x Users´ motivational factors are, e.g., perceived mobility, security,
connectedness, system and service quality, usefulness, attitude and flow
experience

x x [29]

Individual and platform differences in selfie taking and sharing behavior

x x [30]

Table 1. Literature Review on Affordances (A) vs. Use Cultures (U) in Multiple Social Media
Platforms (SMPs) Facebook (F), Instagram (I) and Twitter (T) (x=Investigated in the Paper)

4.2 A Detailed Look from an Affordance and Use Culture Perspective
Our literature review revealed a very elaborate discussion of affordances of SMPs, i.e., affordances have
been used as the primary lens. While the affordance types differ across papers, the most common
affordances identified in the literature referred to profile management, connectivity and interactivity
(e.g., Chouikh et al. 2016 [8]; O´Riordan et al. 2012 [43]; compare Table 2). We noted that some design
elements appear outdated (e.g., tweet character limits). We further noted that novel affordances are
missing partially in the literature which are of dynamic interest from an organizational perspective, e.g.,
live broadcasting from a page in Facebook or Reels in Instagram (Chen 2021). Table 2 presents the most
common affordances of the SMPs Facebook, Instagram and Twitter identified in the literature
(columns).
The discussion of cultural elements is less pronounced and lacks a systematic foundation in the
literature. Various unconnected concepts are studied, including identity, norms and behaviors related
to information seeking and sharing, expectations related to privacy or gratifications as well as the
attitudinal preferences about whom to follow, how to use media modalities to present oneself or how to
balance hedonic vs. utilitarian behaviors. Further, papers investigated demographic properties that
likely influence behaviors of the audience members such as gender or education. The related concept of
of target groups is most frequently used in the use culture perspective to broadly categorize user groups
for the purpose of contrasting them, yet a deeper consideration of cultural aspects is rare and some
differences in user properties remain unclear. We noted that use culture and target group specifications,
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e.g., age or gender were not always considered together. Shane-Simpson et al. (2018) [4] address user
properties, e.g., age and gender differences in the SMPs Facebook, Instagram and Twitter. However, the
results are limited to the constraint of 18-25-year-old participants and the research is limited to
Facebook preference, privacy concerns as well as trust and disclosure. Jennewein et al. (2020) [3]
investigate the relationship between users´ personality traits and Instagram usage, however the
contextual factors of the users are not considered and the target group is not defined from an
organizational perspective.
When looking at the integration of affordances and use culture, regarding the most comprehensive
literature category (3 SMPs + A + U), Bucher and Helmond (2018) [1] differentiate between relational,
perceived, technological, social, communicative and imagined affordances, however the authors’
affordance comparisons, e.g., imagined affordances and use cultural examples remain abstract in the
sense of disconnected from actual user behaviors. We noted two separate streams of research that are
mostly not connected: cultural elements were not considered explicitly in papers regarding the
combination of 2 SMPs + A, e.g., Kietzmann et al. (2011) [39] identify seven functional building blocks
of social media, such as identity, conversations, sharing, presence, relationships, reputation and groups.
However, the aspect of technology affordances and the influence of cultural elements are not
conceptually related or discussed. In comparison, Duffy et al. (2017) [2] address the concept of imagined
affordances more systematically, but results are based on contrasting professionals versus the simple
user. Use culture is thus just very broadly assessed by referring to different target groups. Papers
combining 2 SMPs + U are limited, e.g., Huang and Su (2018) [37] provide an approach to analyze
motives for Instagram use and topics of interests among young adults, focusing on gender, education,
amount of use without further differentiating their actualization of SMP affordances. Some papers in
the category 1 SMP + U emphasize the target group. For example, McCorkindale et al. (2013) [85]
investigate the target group in Facebook but only focus on the millennial generation and their use of
Facebook and how to build relationships with companies. Kim and Kim (2019) [28] address differences
in use culture between Facebook and Twitter by referring to different perceived gratifications (as the
users´sense of satisfaction) across SMPs. Other papers of the category 0 SMP + A + U provide a
perspective on affordances and use culture but without focusing the SMPs Facebook, Instagram or
Twitter. For instance, Leidner et al. (2018) [79] investigate affordances in an organizational context.
Although important outcomes with regard to use culture (e.g., building relationships and cultural
understanding) are provided, the paper is focusing on enterprise social media, meaning that the target
group differs from the typical user (target group) in public SMPs. We conclude that the interdependences
of affordance and use culture are not yet considered or theorized in an integrated approach despite their
relevance to organizational managers of public SMP appearances such as campaigns.

Facebook
Instagram
Twitter

Use Culture in the SMPs

Most Common SMP Affordances
Profile Management

Connectivity

Interactivity

- Public vs. private
- Mostly preferred by
users with privacy
concerns

- Bidirectional
connections: users
accept (or reject) friend
requests
- Users prefer to connect
with mostly friends and
family

- Users mostly upload

- Public vs. private
- Mostly preferred by
users with
narcissistic traits

- Unidirectional
connections: users often
follow without being
followed
- Users prefer to connect
with mostly influencers
and brands

- Users mostly upload visualbased content, e.g., picture
- User gratification by social
interaction, information
sharing, self-presentation and
being updated about others

- Public vs. private
- Mostly preferred by
users seeking
intellectual stimulation

- Unidirectional
connections: users often
follow without being
followed

- Users are mostly
individualistic in selfexpression and have greater
trust in strangers

a
variety of content, e.g., link,
text, picture
- User gratification by seeking
for information, updates
about others, entertainment
and communication

ID

[1];
[2];
[3];
[4];
[23];
[24];
[25];
[26];
[27];
[28];
[29];
[30];

Table 2. Exploratory Analysis of the Affordances and Use Culture in the Social Media Platforms
(SMPs) Facebook, Instagram and Twitter
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Albeit no explicit links between affordances and use culture was conceptualized in the literature on
public SMP, we could link the two domains logically as shown in Table 2, This overview enables us to
identify how the design-oriented affordances are actually utilized based on the different use culture
aspects in the SMPs Facebook, Instagram and Twitter.

5 Discussion
Our findings shed light on the importance of use cultures and show that there is a relationship between
affordances and use cultures which is not sufficiently addressed in the literature. With our literature
study, we contribute a first organizing review of IS research (Leidner 2018) as an initial step to better
address the need of social media managers for a more nuanced and comparative understanding of SMPs
and their key differences. The current broad analyses are often not considering the necessary level of
detail. For example, academic comparisons show that all the three SMPs Facebook, Instagram and
Twitter offer their users to share and gather information (Shane-Simpson et al. 2018 [4]), but even when
platforms afford the same types of interactivity, e.g., to like, to comment or to use hashtags, the actual
use of the platforms is different and thus, perceived affordances or enjoyment of postings can vary
considerably among users. Other research shows (e.g., Kim and Kim 2019 [28]) that visual images, in
comparison to texts, may provoke feelings of closeness with others, e.g., demonstrating happiness or
satisfaction, yet such research was not linked to comparisons of platforms.
Despite the various shortcomings of current literature to systematically contrast SMPs from the
perspective of managers, we were also able to link affordances and cultural elements in a systematic
overview (cf. Table 2), revealing their relationships. We find that specific target groups of interacting
users actualize affordances to express and evolve particular cultural-based preferences and norms. At
the intersection of technical variations of affordances and social agreement about certain user behavioral
norms and values, differences between SMPs evolve, such as for example a different utilization of
hashtags or visual styles. The use-cultural elements found in our review relate to the theorized subelements of use culture, i.e., expectations, attitudinal preferences and behaviors that express underlying
values. We can also note that there is a link to the target audience, which is currently investigated
separately without explicitly considering it as an influence on use culture or affordance actualization in
SMPs. First approaches to better contextualize affordance actualization are found in the literature on
enterprise social media, but proposed concepts such as organizational context and institutional logics
are not directly applicable to public SMPs that have a more unbounded context. The context that we
propose is not yet explicitly mentioned for public SMPs in the papers. We thus conclude that while many
individual elements are discussed in the literature and they can be logically linked, more research efforts
are needed to study and conceptualize the systematic integration of cultural elements and affordances.
Our study is subject to some limitations. A typical issue for literature reviews is that they rely on the
initial search concepts and on available studies. It may thus be subject to the literature’s blind spots. In
our investigation we addressed this caveat by additionally considering practical literature and its more
detailed level of analysis. The actual management demand has been deduced from the academic
discourse but for a more thorough investigation, an actual empirical analysis of this perspective is
required. A final shortcoming can be the dynamics of SMPs where user interface details are frequently
subject to smaller changes.

6 Conclusion
Social media have changed the way how people communicate and consume content. Companies need to
understand the potential of using functionalities such as story-based marketing within a SMP. In this
context, it is important to consider the different purposes, affordances and uses of Facebook, Instagram
and Twitter. Our research aimed to extend the available analysis of social media affordances by not only
focusing on the design aspect of SMPs but also recognizing the established use cultures. A better
theoretical link between affordances and use culture yields a systematic and more complete comparative
approach to identify smaller differences in the actualization of affordances, rather than finding
commonalities. This shift is needed to help practitioners as well as social media users who are rather
unfamiliar with social media to go beyond the limited copy-paste brand campaigns that ignore SMP
differences and thus may fail to connect with users. Instead, a deeper understanding of the differences
between the affordances and use cultures of the SMPs Facebook, Instagram and Twitter may lead to
better decisions on which platform to choose and how to use it more efficiently. For companies, the
integrated consideration of affordances and use cultures can mitigate strategical uncertainties and help
to perform a customer-oriented platform-specific approach, where the specifics of different platforms
can be better utilized (e.g., in a portfolio of mutually supportive social media channels). Even though the
literature has already examples where the two dimensions are observed next to each other, there is a
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lack of conceptualization of this link. While we only contribute the initial step of organizing current
literature and assessing its fit to a conceptual framework, we also want to address this in our future
research by attending this theoretical conceptualization in more detail and extending the key
differentiators of the SMPs.
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